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Recommendation ITU-T X.1241
Technical framework for countering email spam

Summary
Recommendation ITU-T X.1241 provides a technical framework for countering email spam. The
framework describes one recommended structure of an anti-spam processing domain and defined
function of major modules in it. The key point of the framework is that it establishes a mechanism to
share information about email spam between different email servers. Systems following the
framework would improve efficiency through interconnection.
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(2005-2008) under the WTSA Resolution 1 procedure.
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Introduction
With the development of the IP-based telecommunication network, a great number of emails are
exchanged between users. At the same time, more and more spam messages are sent to users
through the IP-based telecommunication network and cause serious problems.
Email spam has become a plague that degrades the capability of service on the IP-based
telecommunication network. Service providers have to spend a lot of money to counteract problems
caused by spam. Users have to take a lot of time to delete email spam.
Some detection techniques have been proposed to detect and delete email spam. However,
spammers are highly creative in avoiding detection. For example, spammers can falsify normal
email and randomize the content to avoid the detection of spam filters. Therefore, it is urgent to
develop an effective technical framework to deal with the global problem of email spam.
Different anti-spam solutions may use different techniques for countering email spam; these
anti-spam technologies are evolving continuously. It is very difficult to find a changeless
description that can cover all details of anti-spam technologies in the long term.
Therefore, it is necessary to establish an open framework containing these various solutions. The
framework should be compatible with all anti-spam technologies, and not be limited to a particular
technical detail. Requirements of the framework are as follows:
•
Can systematically estimate whether or not an email is a spam.
•
Can enable various email service systems to share anti-spam information with each other.
•
Can improve veracity of email service systems' anti-spam tools.
•
Ensure that entities within different administrative domains share counter-spam
information.

iv
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1241
Technical framework for countering email spam
1

Scope

This Recommendation provides a technical framework for countering email spam. The framework
describes one recommended structure of an anti-spam processing domain and defined function of
major modules in it. The key point of the framework is that it establishes a mechanism to share
information about email spam between different email servers. Systems following the framework
would improve efficiency through interconnection.
2

References

None.
3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 header fields [b-IETF RFC 2822]: Header fields have the same general syntactic structure:
A field name, followed by a colon, followed by the field body.
3.1.2 mail objects [b-IETF RFC 2821]: SMTP transports a mail object. A mail object contains
an envelope and content.
3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following terms:
3.2.1 anti-spam processing domain: It is an independent system, which contains an anti-spam
processing entity, anti-spam processing sub-entities, email servers and email clients.
3.2.2 anti-spam processing entity: Anti-spam processing entity is the core in the anti-spam
processing domain. It collects information of email spam from entities at lower levels, and then
builds a uniform and integrated rule system. Finally, the rule system should be submitted to all of
the entities at lower levels.
3.2.3 anti-spam processing sub-entity: Anti-spam processing sub-entity is connected to one or
more email service providers. It receives email spam information from email servers or anti-spam
equipment, and reports information to the high-level entities after analysing it periodically. It also
receives updating rules from high-level entities periodically and distributes these to sub-entities.
3.2.4

compound rule: A compound rule is composed of two or more simple rules.

3.2.5 email: This term is mainly used to indicate the electronic mail transmitted over a
telecommunication network.
3.2.6 email spam: This term is used to describe unsolicited electronic communications over
email, which is usually sent for specific purposes.
3.2.7 rule: The rule is a set of conditions and basic actions. Rules include many forms, such as
behaviours, filters, and so on.
3.2.8 sample email: This term is used to describe an email that is received from email servers
according to certain rules.
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1

3.2.9 spammer: This term is used to describe the entity or the person creating and sending email
spam.
4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
DNS

Domain Name System

Email

Electronic Mail

ESMTP

Extended Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

IMAP4

Internet Message Access Protocol version 4

IP

Internet Protocol

POP3

Post Office Protocol version 3

RBL

Real-time Blacklist

SASL

Simple Authentication and Security Layer

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

5

Conventions

None.
6

General structure of anti-spam processing domain

6.1

General structure

This Recommendation describes components of the framework. It includes the anti-spam
processing entity, anti-spam processing sub-entities, email servers and email clients.
These components can communicate with each other by popular message protocols. The
characteristics of these components are described in this clause.

2
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Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing subentity

Anti-spam
processing subentity

Email Server

Email Server

Email Client

Email Client

NOTE – The solid lines represent the path of information that is exchanged between components
of the anti-spam processing domain.

Figure 1 – General structure
In Figure 1, the anti-spam processing entity receives reports from anti-spam processing sub-entities
and delivers new rules to them.
Anti-spam processing sub-entities must check the validity of the rules that come from the anti-spam
processing entity, and refine them.
The email client is the entity that customers deal with directly. The email server performs the
delivery of emails in the IP-based telecommunication network.
The email client sends complaints to the anti-spam processing sub-entity. In specific situations, an
email client can send complaints directly by the top anti-spam processing entity.
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6.2

Reference model

Anti-spam
processing entity

A
Anti-spam processing
sub-entity

B

E

C

Countering
spam

Email server
E-mail server

D
Email client

Figure 2 – Reference Model
Interface A is between the anti-spam processing entity and the sub-entity. Complaint reports and
rules on countering spam are transmitted through interface A. The rules can be compound rules
such as "the source IP + URL". Interface A should support FTP and HTTP.
Interface B is between the anti-spam processing sub-entity and email server. It is used to transmit
the complaint reports and the rules. Similarly, the rules can be compound rules such as "the source
IP + URL". Interface B should support FTP and HTTP. In specific situations, the email server can
communicate directly with the top anti-spam processing entity.
Interface C is between the email servers, through which messages are transmitted with SMTP.
Interface D is between the email server and the email client. Various protocols can be used to
transmit emails, such as POP3, IMAP4.
Interface E is between the email client and the anti-spam processing sub-entity. The email client can
send complaints to the anti-spam processing sub-entity. In specific situations, the email client can
send complaints directly to the top anti-spam processing entity. Web online, phone, email and client
software can be used at this interface.

4
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Functions of the anti-spam processing domain

7.1

Functions of the email client

The functions of the email client include:
•
In addition to performing the general functions of email transmission, the email client
provides a mechanism to help users send a spam complaint information to the anti-spam
processing entity. Email recipients only need judge whether an email is spam according to
contents, title or address. For example, if recipients do not want advertisements, electronic
publications or propaganda materials they can send the complaint of such emails to the
anti-spam processing entity by the mechanism of the email client.
•
The email client can download spam filtering rules automatically from the anti-spam
processing entity. The filtering rules are established according to the complaint reports from
email clients. They include the size limit of a single email, the number of emails that are
sent out in a period of time, keywords in main body of emails, etc. The filtering rules are
periodically updated according to the complaint reports. They are indexed by user name of
mailbox, output IP address and domain name.
•
The email client can forward email spam to the anti-spam processing entity for further
processing or withdrawing some filtering rules that cause false positives. The anti-spam
processing entity can update the filtering rules immediately according to the requirements
or the complaint from the email client.
•
The email client can filter email spam directly. Normally, recipients should know the
filtering results in order to avoid the false positive problem.
7.2

Functions of the email server

The functions of the email server include:
•
Realizing the general functions of email transmission, the email server completes its normal
actions of exchanging email with other email server, or sending and receiving email
between email clients; at the same time, the email server should forbid the function of open
relay to prevent spammers imposing on it to transmit spam email to other email servers.
•
Any customer must pass verification before sending email through an email server.
Different email systems may use different verification mechanisms. The verification is
deployed between the email server and email client.
•
Any email service provider may keep a blacklist about spammers, the blacklist covers some
information (such as host name, domain name or email address) about spammers, and the
email server refuses to receive emails coming from these spammers.
•
The email server may send back a verify command to the source, which is indicated in the
email sender's information (as DNS, host name or others); if the verify command does not
confirm the authenticity of the source, the email server will reject this email.
•
Some commands of SMTP may be used by spammers to guess the real account of the email
server. The email server forbids these commands as EXPN and VRFY.
•
Some advertisement and propagandist email is being sent without any information about
the sender. The email server should automatically add an HTTP link in the email body.
Customers can submit complaint reports conveniently.
•
Email servers detect spam email by anti-spam technology and report the spam to the
anti-spam processing sub-entity, and download filtering rules from it.
•
When spam email is detected, the email server should back up the original spam that at
least includes the header of the source email, and submit it to filter.
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•

•
•

The email server should provide the system log and statistics information for the email
server that is backed up periodically and submit them to the anti-spam processing
sub-entity.
The email server returns a different state number according to different rules.
The email server can restrict the amount of traffic sent by a specific email customer.

7.3

Functions of the anti-spam processing entity

The functions of the anti-spam processing entity include:
•
Exchange the filtering rules with other anti-spam processing entities, various protocols can
be used to transmit information, such as FTP and HTTP.
•
Store the original information of spam emails from customers and the anti-spam processing
sub-entity.
•
Broadcast filtering rules to anti-spam processing sub-entities, and warn them of dangerous
emails.
•
The anti-spam processing entity should administer and maintain filtering rules, these rules
can be obtained through a website for:
– Receiving reports from customers and anti-spam processing sub-entities.
– Broadcasting authoritative information, including supervision and management
information.
7.4

Functions of the anti-spam processing sub-entity

The functions of the anti-spam processing sub-entity include:
•
Receive complaint reports from customers and filtering rules from the anti-spam processing
entity.
•
Store the original information of spam from customers (at least the header of the spam) and
other entities.
•
Broadcast filtering rules to email servers or email clients, and warn of dangerous emails to
users as needed.
•
Trace the spread of spam and collect correlative information.
•
Report the status of the spread of spam and correlative information to entities at higher
levels.
•
Create new filtering rules from the backup of doubtful emails, check and modify the
existing filtering rules. These rules can be obtained through a website for:
– Creating reports of spam from customers and email servers.
– Creating new filtering rules.
8

Identification of email spam

This clause describes familiar characteristics and criteria for email spam.
8.1

Familiar characteristics of email spam

These familiar characteristics of email spam are listed as follows:
•
Hiding or falsifying the true address of the sender
The content in "from" or "sender" of the originator field is blank or invalid.
•
Hiding or falsifying the real source of the email
The "message-id" in the identification field is blank or invalid.
6
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

8.2

Sender is a known spammer
A spammer's address from a blacklist is included in "from" or "sender" of the originator
field.
False receivers' information
The content that has been included in the receiver field ("to") or the carbon copy receiver
field ("cc") is false or concerned with spammers.
Inclusion of common words used by spammers
Common words used by spammers are included in the subject field ("subject") or email
content.
False relaying information
The content that is included in the "resent-from" or "resent-sender" of the resent field is
false.
False tracing information
Spurious content is included in the trace field.
Size is improper
The size of the whole email, header field or the email content is similar to the size of header
fields and email content in spam emails.
Too many receivers
There are too many receivers in a certain field.
Too many retransmission hops
There are too many traces in the trace field.
The sender's IP address is contained in certain fields
Information concerning spammers is included in "from" or "sender" of the originator field.
The email server's IP address is contained in certain fields
Information concerning spammers is included in "received" of the trace field, "resent-from"
or "resent-sender" of the resent field.
New spam
The anti-spam processing entity can summarize characteristics from the new spam sample
and create the corresponding filtering rules.
Common rules to fight email spam

Individual rules can be integrated into a compound rule with different priority.
The email server can apply individual and/or compound rule to deal with email spam.
8.2.1

Common fundamental rules

The email server can set the criteria according to the following factors:
•
The originator field ("from" or "sender") is blank or has invalid content.
•
The identification field ("message-id") is blank or has invalid content.
•
The originator field ("from" or "sender") includes keywords that are listed in a blacklist.
•
Keywords given by a blacklist are included in the receiver field ("to") or the carbon copy
receiver field ("cc").
•
The subject ("subject") or email content includes given keywords.
•
The true original source cannot be found in the "resent-from" and "resent-sender" of the
resent field, or the content of the trace field.
Rec. ITU-T X.1241 (04/2008)
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•
•

•
•
•
•
8.2.2

The size of the whole email, header field or the email content is (approximately) equal to a
given value.
The total number of addresses defined in "to", "cc" and "bcc" of the originator field exceeds
the limit given by the email server; or the number of times that one email is to be delivered
exceeds the limit given by the email server.
The number of traces in the trace field exceeds the limit given by the email service provider
or administrator of this domain.
The result of DNS reverse following "from" or "sender" information in the originator field
is included in the specific blacklist.
The result of DNS reverse that should follow "received" in the trace field, "resent-from" or
"resent-sender" in the resent field is included in a specific blacklist.
If email spam cannot be identified with a single rule, a compound rule is requested to be
used.
Priority of criteria

Confirm the priorities of criteria. If one email conforms to several rules (called a rule conflict), it
will be disposed of according to the rule with the highest priority. If the priorities of rules are equal,
the final rule used by the conflict priority principle is used. Conflict should be avoided as far as
possible.
8.2.3

Conflict detection of criteria

A function is used to detect conflicts between different assigned criteria. The familiar conflicting
conditions are described as follows:
•
Both "rule's conditions" include the same kind of "simple rules" (fundamental rules) of
keyword-search class (such as "the subject includes XXX", "what decoded from the front
10 lines includes XXX", and so on), and the keywords in both "simple rules" are the same,
and one keyword includes another.
•
Both "rule's conditions" include the same kind of "simple rules" of IP-restricted class (such
as "the IP of client is XXX", and so on), and both IP spaces given in the "simple rules" are
the same or have an intersection set.
•
Both "rule's condition" includes the same kind of "simple rules" of size-restricted class and
the size-restricted conditions agree with the form of "the size of XXX is the setting value"
(It cannot be "more than" or "less than"), and the values are the same. For instance, the two
rules include the same simple rule: "the size of email text is 5343 bytes".
9

Methods of countering email spam

The major methods of countering email spam include turning off the open-relay function of the
email server, mastering the email-delivery authorization, and filtering techniques. The countering
email spam system should support, or optionally support, the following methods.
9.1

Turning off the open-relay function

Open-relay means that the email server relays all the coming email, no matter whether the email
senders or receivers are the setting customers. Generally, if the email server turns on the unlimited
relay function, it is considered to be open-relay.
9.2

Mastering email-delivery authorization

To prevent unauthorized customers from using the email server,
•
The senders must be the legal customers of the server.
8
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•

The server should certify the senders' IP addresses.
Number of email hops is restricted to avoid exponential spread of spam.
The email server can check the source of the email to make sure of the reality.

9.3

Filtering technique

Filtering technology can be divided into two classes: IP address filtering and text-scanning filtering.
9.3.1

IP address filtering

IP address filtering can restrict the connection to the SMTP of the email system. Its essential
attributes are IP range and restriction modes.
IP range includes:
•
The real-time IP range from the anti-spam processing entity.
•
The real-time IP range from the filtering rules of other organizations.
•
The real-time IP range added by itself.
The restriction modes include:
•
Connection refusal.
•
Unconditional connection permission.
•
Repeated connections from one client's IP to email server should be limited to a certain
period of time.
If one client's IP belongs to the given IP range, the restriction modes will be adopted.
9.3.2

Text-scanning filtering

The filtering rules could be set by the email server and downloaded from the anti-spam processing
entity. The filtering rules could be modified by administrators in certain conditions.
If an email matches a certain rule, the email will be sorted based on related behaviour. The
behaviours of the text-scanning rules include:
•
Rejection: Return the rejection message to the sender after extracting the characteristics.
•
Discard: Normal response for each command without any behaviour.
•
Delivery: Normal delivery. Ignoring the drop after choosing delivery.
•
Tag: Add the specific tag in the header.
•
Report: Report the characteristics extracted from the email to the report centre.
•
Buffer: Keep the email intact as far as possible, and report the copy to the anti-spam
processing entity.
9.4

Examination of traceability

At times, it is difficult to detect whether the sender is a valid customer. Because it is impossible for
the email-receive server to get all of the information about the email-send server, the email-receive
server cannot certify all the information for legal customers.
Email can be divided into two sorts: the traceable and the un-traceable. The traceable junk mail will
be put into filtering rules if warnings do not take effort. It is difficult to dispose of the un-traceable
junk mail because it usually uses a fake email source. Most un-traceable mail is junk mail, so
examination of traceability is the base of countering email spam. The following three steps are
suggested:
First step: requirement:
•
Most email-receive (the "MX" in the domain name) servers are email-send servers.
Rec. ITU-T X.1241 (04/2008)
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•
•
•

Most separating email-receive servers and email-send servers have neighbouring IPs with
each other.
Other computers allowed to deliver email may have neighbouring IPs with the "MX" email
servers.
Some email servers can be looked up by the DNS reverse, and the result is the same as the
customer claims.

Second step: traceability notice mechanism:
Support certification on the telecommunication network:
•
Confirm that the email field of the sender is permitted.
•
Confirm that the sender is the legal customer of the email field.
Third step: backtrack mechanism:
•
Traceable service and the traceable examination constitute a backtrack chain.
•
The backtrack chain cannot be faked.
•
It is easy to distinguish the fake part and the genuine part.
The trace system can investigate automatically by the backtrack chain.
10

Interconnection between anti-spam processing domains

When anti-spam processing domains interconnect with one another, there are three modes to choose
from: interconnection between top processing entities, interconnection between processing entities
and sub-entities, interconnection between processing sub-entities and email servers. Each choice
can meet certain scenarios or requirements.
10.1

Interconnection between top processing entities
Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing entity

Domain A

Domain B
X.1241(08)_F03

Figure 3 – Interconnection between top processing entities
The mode of interconnection is a bidirectional connection between top processing entities. There
are only rules exchanged between the two entities. If one entity receives information from the other,
it will implement certain mechanisms and procedures to select useful rules from the receiving
information.

10
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10.2

Interconnection between processing entity and sub-entity
Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing
sub-entity
Domain A

Domain B
X.1241(08)_F04

Figure 4 – Interconnection between processing entity and sub-entity
The mode of interconnection is a bidirectional connection between a processing entity and a
sub-entity. The sub-entity should download two tables of filtering rules from the two processing
entities. The sub-entity creates rules according to the doubtful mail from the attached servers. It
should report the rules to the two entities.
This mode has some security, but it refers to a complex administrative relationship between the
sub-entity and the two entities. This mode may have problems about scalability. It is not a
comprehensive interconnection among domains.
10.3

Interconnection between processing sub-entity and email server
Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing
sub-entity

Anti-spam
processing entity

Anti-spam
processing
sub-entity

E-mail server
Domain A

Domain B
X.1241(08)_F05

Figure 5 – Interconnection between processing sub-entity and email server
The mode of interconnection is a bidirectional connection between a processing sub-entity and an
email server. The email server will download the filtering rules of spam from the sub-entity and
report junk mail to the sub-entity of the other domain. The sub-entity will receive reports of junk
mail from the email server and publish its own rules to the server of the other domain.
This mode is simple to realize between domains, but the extra-domain servers may attack the
anti-spam processing domain, so this mode may have security problems. It also has problems about
scalability. Thus, it is not a comprehensive interconnection among domains. The mode defined in
clause 10.1 is secure and the recommended interconnection mode.
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